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The opening scene of Heddy Honigmann’s
Oblivion features a veteran bartender making
the famous Peruvian drink, a pisco sour. Mixing
with poetic precision, he comments, “In my 50
years as a bartender I’ve made it for many pres-
idents. When I think of them I see history as a
badly mixed cocktail, made of semi-democratic
elections, coups, terrorism and corruption.
And it’s always the same old story . . . Many
future presidents of Peru will drink this cock-
tail. It’s delicious, exquisite, unrivaled.” This
monologue leaves the viewer with the sense that
the government’s desire for the singular cocktail
has often moved in tandem with a penchant for
consuming and exploiting the Peruvian people.

Illuminating the ways limeños persevere
by means of idiosyncratic and tireless efforts
to make ends meet, Oblivion concentrates on
quotidian rhythms of survival performed by
Lima’s poorest and most vulnerable work-
ers/performers: young jugglers and acrobats,
musicians, waiters, shoe-shine boys, and street
vendors. Taking to the streets of Lima, Honig-
mann’s camera swerves through traffic with ac-
robats, waits out the long day in some of the
city’s oldest and most elite restaurants and cafes,
and hikes steep hillsides to people’s homes.

The film’s title refers to the debilitating
amnesia of the Peruvian state, specifically its
past presidents and high-ranking ministers,
and their inability to remember the past long
enough to craft a different future for the
nation’s people. According to Honigmann

and several of her film’s subjects, systemic
forgetting marks the disparate power relations
between citizens and their government. One
result is an ongoing rewarding of the few at
the expense of thousands via an “endless cycle
of presidents and dictators who suffer from
memory loss,” as one vendor candidly remarks.

Through interviews and visual style, Obliv-
ion asks how the present is shot-through with
the past. Honigmann achieves this effect by
splicing footage of past presidents swearing to
faithfully serve the people of Peru into long-take
interviews with workers discussing memories of
times they served political elites with deference
and a smile. “We are actors in the service sec-
tor. I’d even say we are the very best actors,”
one waiter training several younger waiters and
waitresses espouses, “from the moment we enter
we start acting. Till we go home. Perfect acting,
that’s what service is all about.” The teacher’s
sanguine attitude suggests that acting or selling
services to customers is a way of life—or rather,
a means of enabling life. This is a practice he
dubs feeding ourselves as he gestures with his
hand to his mouth. It is not servitude, he re-
minds the students, thus enforcing the notion
of work as a prideful as well as fruitful endeavor.

In addition to several of the older, more
articulate subjects interviewed, Honigmann
spends significant time filming young street per-
formers. The contrasts between these children
and the older participants are notable. The chil-
dren, perhaps unsurprisingly, do not have the
same memories as their elders, nor even the
capacity to communicate a particular relation-
ship to Peru’s past. Seeming to live wholly in the
present, these performers practice gymnastics
and juggling—with fire, pins, or glass balls—for
the precious few minutes wherein they can cap-
ture the attention of a driving public caught at
a red light. Within these short intervals young
girls practice cartwheels (with a grand finale
of one jumping on the back of the other and
completing several turns as one body), a boy
rolls a translucent glass ball from his shoulders
down his arms and back up, and yet another boy,
not as graceful or well-practiced as the others,
attempts a handstand (but cannot get his feet
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to stay up). These lengthy segments are either
accompanied by the noise of the city streets,
or overlaid with the voices of older characters
telling stories or even, in one distinct interview,
reading Peruvian poetry.

The multifarious nature of the oblivion de-
picted through the montage of scenes acknowl-
edges its darker sides and consequences, but not
at the expense of its generative capacity. The
brighter and more uplifting off-stage moments
Honigmann captures demonstrate that Peru-
vians are not hopelessly caught in tragic scenes
of history on repeat. While the film concen-
trates mostly on places of work and the street in
the first half, the last few scenes are shot in the
homes of several of her characters. These homes
are portrayed as repositories of joyous memo-
ries, where presidents did not always mistreat
the working poor, parents were able to send
their children to good schools, and marriages
lasted through years of political turmoil. Señor
Cena, an elderly café owner, invites Honigmann
to his 50th wedding anniversary and marriage
vow renewal. In a tender scene, Cena and his
wife hold one another’s hands, reaffirming their
commitment to one another and life in Lima.

Oblivion excavates Peru’s recent past by
boring into lives of performers who remember
the past and embody what has been erased from
official record. But for all of the historical past
captured in the film and materialized through
its long takes, interviews, and audiovisual mon-
tage, the question of the future lingers: As much
as coming to Lima may be about seeking a new
future, there is little, if any, talk about the future,
which tips the film’s ending toward a bittersweet
note despite the fact that it displays many of
the inventive ways people fashion a present and
some trace of a future for themselves. In a re-
flection of Honigmann’s documentary style, the
last scenes fade into the credits, open-ended as
viewers hope the future of Peru will be.

Ciclovida: Lifecycle. A film by Matt Feinstein
and Loren Feinstein. 76 minutes. Color. Dis-
tributed by Collective Eye Films, Portland, OR,
2011, http://www.collec-tiveeye.org/products/
ciclovida-lifecycle

Nicole Labruto
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

“It is said that whoever wants to control the
world controls its land and seeds” (“Então ele
diz: quer dominar o mundo, domina a terra e as
sementes”). So begins Ciclovida, a documentary
that takes a peasant-activist perspective on
contemporary capitalism, technology, and agri-
culture by following two free-spirited Brazilian
subsistence farmers on a 6,000-mile bicycle
journey across South America as they converse
with peasant farmers, protest agribusiness,
and gather nongenetically modified seeds
for a traveling seed bank (“banco volante”).
Over the course of a year from 2006 to 2007,
Inácio and Ivânia rely on food and shelter from
peasants along the way as they ride on highways
from Ceará, Brazil to Buenos Aires and back,
referring to both their bicycle journey and their
project of consciousness raising and seed gath-
ering as “ciclovida” (“lifecycle”). Their goal is
threefold: to resist the social and environmental
degradation caused by agribusiness; “to pre-
serve, multiply, distribute, and exchange seeds”;
and to forge a “new relationship with the land”
premised on the practices of traditional rural
communities and “the worker who knows and
loves the land.” They, and the peasant compa-
triots they meet, discuss rainforest destruction,
environmental toxins, pesticide poisoning, cor-
porate monoculture farming, biofuel crops, and
diminishing food security, as they reiterate the
metaphors of seeds and lifecycle to unite these
themes.

Like bicycle-riding Che Guevaras with an
explicit political goal, Inácio and Ivânia are
compelling figures, with long personal histories
of agricultural worker activism. Inácio sings and
waxes poetic about the state of workers, crops,
the countryside, and cycling “as a form of resis-
tance against agribusiness,” while Ivânia speaks
with conviction about their mission and her
past solidarity with workers who occupied her
landowner uncle’s plantation. The pair blames
genetic modification, biotechnology, and “the
intervention of capitalism in the countryside”
for lack of worker freedom, as they extol the
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